The authors report that the latter approach tends to perform better, given enough training data.
The paper "Integrating Guidance into Relational Reinforcement Learning" by Kurt Driessens and Saso Dzeroski discusses the challenges of reinforcement learning at the relational level. Following the approach of Dzeroski, De Raedt, and Blockeel (1998) instead of storing Q values in a table, a Q function is learned by a relational learner. Two such learners are experimented with: TG and RLL. The problem of sparseness of awards is particularly acute in Relational Reinforcement Learning setting as the expressive relational representation results in state spaces exponentially larger than spaces obtained when propositional learners learn the Q function. One approach to address this sparseness problem is to use guidance (i.e. an informed policy for the choice of the action in a state) to speed up the convergence of reinforcement learning. The guidance represents the knowledge of the problem states and actions. This paper investigates experimentally the effect of supplying guidance. Results in three domains (games Tetris and Digger, and the blocks world) indicate, among others, that performance of relational reinforcement learning improves with guidance, in terms of both the quality of the solution and the speed of convergence.
The paper "Compact Representation of Knowledge Bases in Inductive Logic Programming" by Jan Struyf, Jan Ramon, Maurice Bruynooghe, Sofie Verbaeten and Hendrik Blockeel addresses some important ILP representation and implementation problems. Specifically, the authors investigate techniques resulting in more compact representation and storage of examples by ILP systems. The goal is to reduce the duplication of the same knowledge represented in many examples. The paper defines a meta-language which dynamically constructs theories (example sets). The authors then experiment with three methods of example representation: the classical "monolithic" approach when all the examples are one logic program, the learning from interpretations approach where each example is represented by a separate theory, and the "generative" approach presented in this paper. The authors then introduce a mechanism based on the so called knowledge base graph, which detects references from one theory to another, and avoids duplication of the knowledge shared by both theories. Empirical results obtained from three domains indicate reduced memory requirements.
Interest in this Special Issue and the number of submissions received are strong evidence of the liveliness and dynamism of Inductive Logic Programming. The papers appearing here, and their strong connectedness to the subfields of machine Learning that attract most interest today-kernel methods, probabilistic learning, reinforcement learning-bear evidence of fertile cross-breeding between ILP and the other subfields of Machine Learning.
Last but not least, the papers bring in an interesting mix of application areas beyond the standard mutagenesis benchmark standard in ILP-spatial clustering, drug design, chemical structure analysis, and real-life computer games.
